In postmodern times space seems to win over time in the way we perceive reality and existence. A virtual or third space or the very concrete places of our life worlds and human encounter become most important. The former are a formal concept, the latter a materialised geographical and historical form.
Still, we consider those places and spaces as something we 'have' and where we 'are.' And where we 'have' whatever matters. But is it necessary and is it possible in late modernity (or postmodernity) to differentiate between being and having? Is it not far more the case, and especially so in the Anglo-Saxon context and its languages, that there is not as much of a difference any longer, i.e., the pragmatic comes very close to the ideal? Economy comes very close to art. The difference between lifestyle and the art of living (savoir vivre) (as, for example, W. Schmid writes about [1998] ), between art and design, is not as great-and sometimes as artificial-as it used to be, in German idealism and its followers (for example, Erich Fromm and his differentiation between Haben and Sein [Fromm 2010: 37] ).
There are cultural/religious contexts, where being is considered as misleading a delusion as having might be. The final criterion then is to judge reality in terms of neither time nor space and its sometimes rather esoteric and misleading concepts of 'oneness' instead of 'linearity.' Buddhism, for example, speaks of a 'space' beyond being and having: Emptiness, shunyata, nirvana, or whatever name we give it, borrowing the concept and naming from this non-theist thought system, i.e., some of its schools, mainly Zen. Shunyata, in any case, is different again from any 'third space,' be it a geographical, social, or religious/ liturgical/artistic one. It is not social space as a social product either.1 Emptiness is far more the final reality underlying whatever we perceive, whatever is there. There is no such concept as final truth, being, etc. All that is-if taken as truth or being-is an illusion. All that is, however-as it is-has the right to be and its truth of interconnectedness. Hence, there is Emptiness at its ground. In a similar sense (though a social product),2 Foucault's heterotopia is not a 'third space' then but could be seen, through Buddhist lenses, as the unsayable though real relation between is and is not, between Emptiness and suchness: space presenting itself in the pattern of ordering, filled with an array of arrangements of relations. External and internal relations seen in this light would be suchness, but still suchness nevertheless. Emptiness as final reality, however, experienced in meditation, in enlightenment as beyond space (and place/s),
